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Antiques & Collectables Websites Made Easy!

Since launch CollectFair has attracted members form the UK, Europe, the US and Australia. One
member has even had a request for their stock list from a collector in Taiwan! This spring CollectFair
is making it even easier for buyers, sellers and collectors to get you own on-line “stall”.

David Fletcher, developer of CollectFair comments: “As sellers and collectors have begun using
CollectFair we found that some people want a simple no-frills way of putting their information onto
the website, while others are comfortable choosing from more advanced features and options. To cater
for everyone, creating a website has been simplified with “Advanced Tasks” buttons hiding advanced
options until they’re needed.”

New developments for spring 2005 include new “Advanced Tasks” buttons for stall set-up which hide
more advanced options until they are needed, a simplified membership form, and user surveys and
opinion polls. The promotion of each stall through indexing by top internet search engines has also
been improved. Payments by PayPal have been introduced, particularly to cater for international users.
Payments can now be accepted from over 45 countries.

Buyers, sellers and collectors who are members of CollectFair can contribute to publicly accessible
forums, and to categorised listings of interests and expertise. These offer a secure and simple way to
make connections, helping people find who or what they need. These features make CollectFair the
ideal complement to auctions, fairs and antiques centres.
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Notes to Editors

CollectFair is a part of PicoPages Ltd, and was established in 2004 to develop a community of on-line
“stalls” for people collecting, buying or selling antiques and collectables.

CollectFair has no joining fee, and is free to visit and browse. Free advertising supported stalls are
available, with paid options starting from £19.99 per year. There are no fees to pay for buying or
selling items.

Collectfair is a part of Picopages Limited, registered in England and Wales. Registration number: 5079386.

Registered office: 44 Upper Belgrave Road, Clifton, Bristol BS8 2XN


